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Question: A 63-year-old man with a history of human immunodeficiency virus infection on antiretroviral therapy, syphilis
(treated with penicillin), dysphagia percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy tube placement, presented for esophagogas-
troduodenoscopy for the evaluation of worsening anemia and coffee ground gastric aspirate from percutaneous endoscopic
gastrostomy site. Of note, 3 months ago patient had presented with upper gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding and was found to
have severe esophagitis (negative for metaplasia or dysplasia) with a bleeding site which required Endoclip placement.

Upper GI endoscopy revealed a near obstructing 5-cm friable esophageal mass at the Endoclip site covered with blood,
which was a new finding as compared to the recent upper endoscopy (Figure A, B). Biopsies were taken for histopathologic
diagnosis. The patient was scheduled for endoscopic ultrasound examination (EUS) for further evaluation of the mass. The
biopsy images are shown in Figure C (stain: eosin and hematoxylin) and Figure D (Gram stain).

What is the most likely diagnosis?
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Look on page 448 for the answer and see the Gastroenterology website (www.gastrojournal.org) for more in-

formation on submitting your favorite image to Clinical Challenges and images in GI.
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Answer to: Image 3 (Page 446): Endoclip-Induced Massive Necrotic Tissue
Mass
Biopsy revealed fibrinoid necrotic debris with associated inflammation, surmounted by degenerated cells with a few
bacteria, despite clinically alarming findings on endoscopy. Surprisingly, EUS performed within 3 days did not reveal any
mass in the esophagus. It was postulated that the mass had sloughed off from the clip site by the time of the attempted EUS.
The patient was discharged in a stable condition with recommendations to follow-up as an outpatient.

Traditionally, Endoclip have been used for hemostatic and nonhemostatic (closure of tissue defects like perforations and
anastomotic leaks) purposes and are generally considered as safe foreign bodies. Complications like Endoclip migration have
been reported in the past.1 Although the potential tissue injury is small (because Endoclips usually grasp the mucosal and
submucosal layers only), the reaction of the body to foreign material cannot be completely ignored. Acute inflammatory
reactions may involve tissue edema and neutrophilic infiltration. Chronic inflammation may involve tissue remodeling and
fibrosis (due to activation of myofibroblasts).2 All the inflammatory mechanisms are initially a part of the repair process;
however, if uncontrolled they may lead to excessive granulation tissue and coagulation of fibrinoid proteinaceous material
which perhaps in our case mimicked an esophageal mass. Further studies are needed to elucidate the risks in individual cases.
Regardless, in such cases the chances of excessive bleeding from the friability of such masses should always be borne in mind.
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